Space Rates
Space alternatives are available for individual researchers, teams and groups; entire organisations and
institutions; and third party organisations that want to repurpose Space. These are called Consumer,
Wholesale and OEM Plans. Plans are offered at multiple price points.

Achieving Orbit

Free return

Space is a collaboratively funded scarce resource, and it is
in everybody’s interest to have a stable and sustained future.
Commercial models generally apply.
• Pricing is simple: you pay per TB/Month.
• Merit pricing is available to approved research projects at
heavily subsidised rates.
• Subscription pricing applies as an exclusive benefit from
founding member investment in Space.

Your data may be eligible for Merit pricing subsidy — this can be
up to 100% for some grant schemes. Merit requests are made in
advance at space.intersect.org.au/merit
If your payload is data from research, considered useful for
other researchers, well described by metadata and recognised
as valuable by a research organisation, it’s a great candidate for
launch.

Consumer Plans
AAF authenticated bundles for individual researchers, research teams,
and groups that are independent of an IT department.

SpaceBase

SpaceShuttle

DeepSpace

$45
per TB per month

$45
per TB per month

$20
per TB per month

Own-LDAP authenticated bundles for IT departments of entire
institutions, companies or government organisations.

InnerSpace

SpaceShuttle

DeepSpace

Monthly reservation costs
Pay for what you pre-allocate each month independent of usage

$60
per TB per month

$60
per TB per month

$30
per TB per month

SpaceLab

DeepSpace

$50
per TB per month

$25
per TB per month

Member

Affiliate

Non-member

40%
discount

20%
discount

list

Monthly consumption costs
Pay for what you use each month with a simple flat mechanism.

Wholesale Plans

OEM Plans
Digital certificate authenticated bundles for organisations that want to
re-purpose Space and manage access independently.
Monthly consumption costs
Pay for what you use each month with a simple flat mechanism.

Space Engineering
When you need help with consulting, advice, integration or software
development, Intersect has experts that can help.
Rates vary based on role, project and circumstance, and member value is
assured by a guaranteed discount structure.

All prices, terms and conditions described were current as of 14 August 2014, are quoted in Australian dollars excluding GST and are subject to change.

Details, details…
We understand that your research data can represent your life’s work, which means we need to take great care
with it operationally, technically, commercially and legally. To occupy Space we ask you to sign up for a Space
Plan as either a Consumer, Wholesaler or OEM and accept our Terms of Service.
Our Terms of Service cover your use and access to the services, client software and websites provided by Intersect Australia Limited. Our Privacy
Policy explains how we collect and use your information while our Acceptable Use Policy outlines your responsibilities when using Intersect Services.
By using our Services, you’re agreeing to be bound by our Terms of Service, and to review our Privacy and Acceptable Use policies. If you’re using our
Services for an organisation, you’re agreeing on behalf of that organisation.

Terms highlights
Broadly, here’s where you stand with Intersect and Space:
• Intersect doesn’t own your data.
• You don’t own other people’s data.
• You may opt in for third party services,
and if you do so we are not responsible for
what you share.
• We’re not responsible for what others do
with your data if you share it with them.

• Our Services are designed exclusively for
use by legal adults.
• We won’t retain your data if you decide
to exit.
• We may collect data about you while you
use our Services.
• We may use de-identified information
about your usage to analyse and promote
our Services.

• We are subject to Australian and NSW
legislation and may disclose your data if
compelled.
• You will behave responsibly and lawfully.
• We jointly agree to a resolution process in
the event of a dispute.
• Losing your data is something we seek
to avoid but something you should insure
against.

Disclaimer: This description is a high level overview for informational purposes. You should review actual policies and terms before executing an
agreement with Intersect Australia. Current information is available at space.intersect.org.au/terms.

Plans
Space Plans are the set of conditions and service levels that apply depending on your relationship with Intersect. In addition to standard terms, specific
provisions apply per plan.

Consumer

Wholesale

OEM

As a consumer, you’re in a direct relationship
with Intersect and you:
• Agree to be identified as the responsible
party as represented by your AAF
credentials.
• Acknowledge that any sharing
arrangement is subject to AAF policies
and agreements.
• Agree to vouchsafe for the identities of
any collaborators introduced to Space at
your invitation.

As a wholesaler, you’re typically a research
institution in a direct relationship with
Intersect that represents an aggregation
of many end consumers. You execute an
agreement on their behalf to:
• Vouchsafe for the identities of all
consumers that you introduce to Space.
• Maintain the integrity and availability of
your in-house authentication system to
allow your the identities of your consumers
to be verified.
• Indemnify Intersect from the actions of
your consumers.
• Accept aggregated single billing for your
consumers.

OEM agreements are executed with
organisations that want to repurpose Space
for particular applications or consumers that
are independent of Intersect. You agree to:
• Indemnify Intersect from the actions of
your consumers.
• Acknowledge that Intersect has no
responsibility in authenticating or
identifying end consumers.
• Accept a single bill regardless of your
consumer base.

Billing
Space capacity pricing is simple and based entirely on TerabyteMonths — a flat charge to store a Terabyte of data for one month. Usage is sampled on a
daily basis and the monthly high-water mark is used as the basis for charging. Different rates apply to different plans, according to Space rates.
Billing occurs monthly in arrears for consumption pricing, and monthly in advance for reservation pricing. Customers must maintain a credit balance in
their account. Merit-based subsidies are applied as a rebate against standard rates for the life of the subsidy scheme.
Disclaimer: All prices, terms and conditions described were current as of 14 August 2014 and are subject to change.
Current pricing is available at space.intersect.org.au/rates.

Intersect is a pivotal part of NSW research infrastructure. We provide robust, innovative, and collaborative
technology to support the world-class research at our member institutions. Intersect delivers storage and analysis
platforms, custom engineering, expert consultation and training programs to hundreds of researchers every year.

www.intersect.org.au
+61 2 8079 2500
enquiries@intersect.org.au

